
10/24/2016 City of Los Angeies Mail - Uphold tne apDeai for Case Number VTT /3/04-SL and ENV-2015-2618-MND

LA
>GtECS Sharon Dickinson <sharon.dickinson@lacity.org>

Uphold the appeal for Case Number VTT 73704-SL and ENV-2015-2618-MND
1 message

michelie carr <velvetbattleaxe23@yahoo.com> Sun, Oct 23, 2016 at 12:05 PM
Reply-To: michelie carr <velvetDattleaxe23@yahoo.com>
To: "councilmember.huizar@lacity.org" <counc:lmember.huizar@iacity.org>. "councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org" 
<councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org>, "councilmember.cedillo@lacity.org" <councilmember.cedillo@lacity.org>, 
"councilmember.englander@lacity.org" <councilmember.englander@lacity.org>, "councilmember.pnce@lacity.org" 
<councilmember.price@lacity.org>
Cc: "sharon.dickinson@lacity.org" <snaron.dickinson@iacity.org>, "etta.armstrong@laciiy.org" <etta.armstrong@iacity.org>

Dear Plum Committee CouncilMembers

I am emailing to urge the Councilmembers to Save Hermitage ana Uphold the appeal for Case Number VTT 73704-SL 
and ENV-2015-2618-MND scheduled for the Planning and Land Use Meeting on October 25, 2016.

We need you to stana up to Greeay Developers who bully and harass tenants, destroy our architectural legacy and 
demolish the last of our rent stabilized homes

We ask the Planning and Land Use Management Committee to follow the General Plan and Ordinances by not approving 
projects that are out of compliance.
Thanks!!!!

Sincerely,

Michelle Carr
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Charles J. Fisher, Historian 
140 S. Avenue 57 

Highland Park, CA 90042 
Phone: 323/256-3593 Fax: 323/255-0041 

Email: arroyoseco@hotmail. com

March 9,2016

Subdivisions Deputy Advisory Agency Jose Carlos Romero-Navarro 
Plan Implementation Unit Nelson Rodriguez nelson.rodriguez@lacity.org

RE Hermitage Avenue and Weddington Street Properties

I am a professional historian who has written almost 160 successful Historic 
Cultural Monument applications within the City of Los Angeles, as well as 
Ventura County and the cities of Ojai and Sierra Madre. I have written 
numerous historic assessment reports in Southern California that are used to 
determine the level of significance of historic structures for environmental 
evaluation purposes under the California Environmental Quality Act. I am also 
the chairman of the Highland Park-Garvanza Historic Preservation Zone board.

I have been asked to review the various projects at the comer of Hermitage 
Avenue and Weddington Street in the Valley Village section of Los Angeles.

These properties have been proposed for demolition and one, at 5258 
Hermitage Avenue, a former home of Marilyn Monroe, was demolished while 
the project was still awaiting approval. Other properties, at 5361-63 Hermitage, 
12300-02 Weddington, 12301 Weddington and 5301-05 Hermitage, as well as 
5327-41 Hermitage are also facing demolition.

These houses and apartment buildings are all over 50 years old and supply 
much need affordable housing. They also may meet the definition as historic 
resources at the level of a potential district, when taken in context with other 
properties in the neighborhood This means under the guidelines established 
under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), the demolition of this 
contributing houses become discretionary acts on the part of the City of Los 
Angeles.

These properties are not currently designated as historic monuments, but they 
still need to be evaluated as potential historic resources under (CEQA), whether 
they are designated or not. l

l
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The cumulative impact of these demolitions will produce a negative impact on 
the remainder of the neighborhood, causing it to lose its potential as a historic 
district.

Furthermore, the demolition permit for 5258 Hermitage was applied for and 
issued on February 6, 2015, about a month after Ordinance No. 183312 which 
established the requirement that properties over 45 years old needed to be 
posted for 30 days before a demolition permit can be issued was implemented 
by the City Council. This property was never posted as required under the 
ordinance.

It is my position that the these buildings must be vetted as to their historic value 
as a part of the environmental process under CEQA and the environmental 
evaluation should then offer options other than demolition.

Sincerely yours,

Charles J. Fisher, 
Historian



Coalition Of Squeaky Wheels
Xrt 'WHEEL- HEAR ME5fiM§0;5X

October 24, 2016
Council File: 16-1048

RE' VTT 73704-SL, ENV-2015-2618-MND, Hermitage Ave. Weddington St,
TO: Planning and Land Use Committee
councilmember.huizar@lacity.org, councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org, councilmember.price@lacity.org 
councilmember.cedillo@Iacity.org, councilmember.englander@lacity.org, sharon.dickinson@lacity.org

Dear Chair Huizar and Honorable Members of the PLUM Committee, 

The people have spoken. The evidence has been provided.

What we have learned about Penal Code 86 tells us that a member of a Legislative Body 
who gives, or promises to give, or offers or promises to give, any official vote in 
consideration that another Member of the Legislature, shall give this vote either 
upon the same or another question, is punishable by imprisonment.

This means the PLUM Committee gets to make THEIR OWN DETERMINATION based 
on the facts on this case. Based on the findings and evidence provided in the record.

We all want to be liked. We all want to make friends. We all want to be the guy others 
look up to.
At this moment in time Council is liked by outside interests. Council is only friendly 
with special interests. No one looks up to you. Instead, people are looking TO YOU to 
do what you promised them you would do, when you asked for their vote.
You promised to respond to the needs of the community. You promised to work for 
them. For us.

What is wrong here and why is a public street up for grabs and permitted to be stolen 
from the people because one applicant, has asked you for it? City streets have never 
even been yours to give away, or sell, or revoke from us. They are OURS. They belong 
to the people who depend on them and who utilize them. How so many people and so 
much evidence can be pushed aside and tucked away out of view; to pretend it doesn't 
exist - this is inexcusable.

An out of scale small lot subdivision that intends to completely strip the identity of one 
of the valley’s unique streets; an oasis that has provided residents the rich cultural 
component of their neighborhood is not for sale. If it doesn't fit with what is there 
they need to be sent back to the drawing board. We do not hand them the keys to a 
neighborhood for them to mold to their liking. A neighborhood YOU HAVE NEVER 
EVEN SET FOOT IN! Not upholding this appeal will be just another red carpet you 
are rolling out to feed a temporary greed fix needed by profit addicts. You would be 
confirming you are their supplier. Instead, go clean.
We respectfully request PLUM to uphold the appeal in this case.

Sincerely,
The Coalition oi Squeaky Wheels

<2www.coalitionofsqueakywheels.com © 1/2
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Coalition Of Squeaky Wheels

© Council File: 16-1048

CALIFORNIA PENAL CODE
86. Every Member of either house of the Legislature, or any member of the 
legislative body of a city, county, city and county, school district, or 
other special district, who asks r receives r or agrees to receive, any bribe, 
upon any understanding that his or her official vote, opinion, judgment, or 
action shall be influenced thereby, or shall give, in any particular manner, 
or upon any particular side of any question or matter upon which he or she 
may be required to act in his or her official capacity, or gives, or offers 
or promises to give, any official vote in consideration that another Member 
of the Legislature, or another member of the legislative body of a a icy, 
county, city and county, school district, or other special district shall 
give this vcte either upon the same or another Question. is punishable by 
imprisonment in the state prison for two, three, or four years and, in cases 
in which no bribe has been actually received, by a restitution fine of not 
less than four thousand dollars ($4,000) or not more than twenty thousand 
dollars ($20,000) or, in cases in which a bribe was actually received, by a 
restitution fine of at least the actual amount of the bribe received or four 
thousand dollars ($4,000), whichever is greater, or any larger amount of not 
more than double the amount of any bribe received or twenty thousand dollars 
($20,000), whichever is greater.

1. No preliminary Parcel Map shall be approved which violates or would result in a violation of, 
or fails to comply with, the Subdivision Map Act or any other applicable law of this City or 
State.

2 In addition Th. Advisory Agency may disapprove a Parcel Map if, after investigation,
it determines that said map does not substantially comply with the various elements of the 
City’s General Plan....

LAMC
SEC. 17.52. PARCEL MAP - AUTHORITY OF ADVISORY AGENCY.

€www. coalitionof squeakywtieels. com © © 2/2



ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD

CASE NUMBERS: VTT-73704-SL, DIR-2015-2697-SPP,
ENV-2015-2618-MND !

TO: SOUTH VALLEY AREA PLANNING COMMISSIONERS 
RE: 5261,5263, 5303, 5305 Hermitage Ave.,12300,12301,12302 
Weddington St.

Dear Department of City Planning South Valley Planning Commissioners, My 
name is Sam Zeines, I live at 15250 McCormick St. Sherman Oaks CA 91401. I’m 
tired of seeing our neighborhoods destroyed in favor of big development

I write this letter in strong opposition to the decision made by the Department. 
There are several reasons for this objection which I will describe just a few below:

1. The proposed project is inappropriate and unsuitable for the site location.

Hermitage Ave. consists of existing dwellings built between the 1930’s and the 
1970’s.
It is this very character that identifies the neighborhood. Its unique characteristics 
are the elements that established Valley Village to begin with. Removing them is 
not a decision that is in the publics best interest as you have seen. Approving the 
project is serving needs of one individual against those of the community and the 
general public - this is against the General and Specific Plan.

2. The proposed projects is a blatant destruction of neighborhood character.

Hermitage Ave. / Weddington St. is the staple for neighborhood residents The Val
ley Village Specific Plan was enacted to protect such locations from such propos
als. For the Plan to be effective, it must be respected and followed. Small Lot Sub
divisions such as the proposed are not compatible with existing neighborhood 
character and have no contributing factors justifying their approval. Neighborhood 
character has been jeopardized enough which has forced the community to endure 
enough negative impacts - as a result of poor planning decisions previously made.



3. The proposed project removes affordable housing, removes a highly utilized 
public street, removes public sidewalks, open space, green space, parking and 
a community gathering corner.

In the spirit of the General Plan and all its Elements, planners are directed to pre
serve affordable housing already in place. Here, affordable housing exists. Planners 
arc directed to conserve valuable open space and natural resources. Here, the larg
est and last of its kind are threatened with extinction. Removing these features 
from the public use does not serve the public or the community. People ride their 
bicycles on this street, skateboarders, joggers, dog walkers, kids play ball on this 
street and neighbors gather on the corner for block events.

I respectfully urge the department to review the evidence submitted and listen to 
the public comments and letters.

Sincerely,

Sam Zeines

14250 McCormick St, 

Sherman Oaks CA 91401

samzeines@gmail.com

mailto:samzeines@gmail.com


ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
June 9,2016

TO: The Department of City Planning
South Valley Area Planning Commissioners
Commission Executive Assistant, Randa Hanna, randa.hanna@lacity.org, apcsouthvalley@lacity.org 

CC: Los Angeles City Council Members
RE: Objections to Case No: VTT-73704-SL, DIR-2015-2697-SPP, ENV-2015-2618-MND

I am writing this letter in full support of the appellants to oppose the project at the corner Hermitage and 
Weddington in Valley Village.

This is the most popular corner in the neighborhood. Not just by the residents but by neighbors and 
neighboring communities. We have visited this corner when block parties were had, community events and 
gatherings. The residents in the area are an important part of the community to Valley Village.

Weddington street is highly used for parking which is very difficult to find in this neighborhood.

I live on Corteen and circle the block several times a night to locate parking. I am lucky if I find an open 
spot on Weddington Street.

We are very concerned about the precedence that the proposed may be setting in the area. It does not 
blend in with the other buildings and is conflicts with all of the neighborhood character that has existed for 
decades.

No one in this area would entertain the idea of living in one of these overpriced boxes. There is nothing 
special or unique about them. The Department cannot continue to remove quality constructed homes and 
buildings that were built to last. Quality of building materials today is not the same.

There are many issues that are not getting paid attention to regarding this project and frankly, it has no 
business even getting this far along in the process. You may have better luck putting a BMW dealership in 
the neighborhood; which would fail miserably.

Attached are 200 examples out of 2,193 listings for housing as of the time of writing this letter.
Within a 2 mile radius of the site location between Craigslist and Apartment.com there exists more than 
3,000 available and vacant housing units.

There is nothing available in the rent-control price range which means the residents you plan to throw 
out of their homes will have nowhere to go.

In addition to this type of discrimination, the proposed is not ADA accessible or elderly friendly. This 
discriminatory type of building is against the general plan, as well as being completely against the law.

The Department's err is an obvious one. Evidence provided substantiating grounds for denial goes 
unmentioned and ignored; this has become the new status-quo.

The appellants have the full support of the Corteen community and all of the neighbors on the adjacent 
streets in doing whatever is needed - to ensure this fantasy of one developer leaves our neighborhood alone.

Thank you for your time 

Ron King
Resident of Valley Village on Corteen Place
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6/9/2016 los angeles housing, apartments, real estate, etc - craigslist

CL [ los angeles J

all ios angeles i

housing ?

aill .........  ................

search housing, apartments, real estate, etc

options list newest ▼ search

also try: postal code: 91607, include nearby, miles: 2

Jun 9 Brand New ❖ Luxury Apt. ❖ Beautiful Modern Kitchen $1995 /1 br - 
(North Hollywood, Burbank, Valley Village) pic map

Jun 9 Business Entrepreneurs WANTED! S349 (North Hollywood) pic map

Jun 9 I Month Sublet $1100 / 1br - (North Hollywood) pic map

Jun 9 UNIQUE FILM LOCATION FOR SHOOTING (Studio City) map

jun 9 Large l bedroom l Bath W/ Walk-in Closet and Balcony $"'675 /1 br - 842ft2 - 
(Valley Village / Studio City) pic map

Jun 9 Spacious 1 Bedroom I Bath With Fireplace $1600 / 1 br - 740ft2 - (Valley Village / Studio City) 
map

jun 9 Large 1 bedroom I Bath W/ Walk-in Closet and Patio $1660 / 1 Dr - 842ft2 - 
(Valley Village / Studio City) pic map

jun 9 2X2 being remodeled and available June 24th- Pre Leasing $2025 / 2br - 900ft2 - (Valley Village) 
pic map

Jun 9 Don't wait! Come home today to IMT Valley Village $2450 / 2br - 1153ft2 - pic map

Jun 9 FILM SHOOT/Location/filining & TV $400 / 2br - (NORTH HOLLYWOOD) pic map

jun 9 Spacious upgraded corner apartment w ith 3 balconies, won't last long $2470 / 2br - 1030ft2 - 
(Studio City-Off Ventura Blvd) pic map

Jun 9 New 1 BR+1.5 BA w/Den, High Ceilings& Balcony w/Views!W/D included! $2275 / 1 br -

http://losangeles.craigslist.Org/search/h h.h?search_distance=2&postal =91607 1/5
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6/9/2016 los angeles housing, apartments, real estate, etc - craigslist

850ft2 - (Valley Village; pic maD

Jun9 This is a spacious and unique apartment with great floorplan $2075 (north hollywooo) map

jun 9 Beautiful 1 Bed in Prime North Hollywood-Pool-Granite-MUST SKE!! $1250 / 1br - 600ft2 - 
(North Hollywood /Valley Glen) p;c map

Jun9 — 1 Person Private Office!!! — North Hollywood — $789 (North Hollywood) pic map

Jun 9 1 bedroom - Cyber cafe, Central Air and Heat, Outdoor screening lounge $2325 / 1 br - 647ft2 - 
(North Hollywood) pic map

Jun 9 FILM SHOOT/Location/filnung & TV $400 (NORTH HOLLYWOOD) pic

Jun 9 Huge One Bedroom Apartment $2325 / 1 br - 795ft2 - pic

Jun 9 1 BR/1 BA Home with a L men & Walk-in Closet! $1450 / 1 br - 540ft2 - (North Hollywood CA) pic 
map

Jun 9 LOOKING FOR SPECIAL MEN TO JOIN OCR SUCCESSFUL SOBER LIVING 
(STUDIO CITY AREA/VALLEY VILLAGE LAUREL CYN & CHANDLER) pic map

run 9 TAKE REFUGE &GET INSPIRED W/ MEDITATION &ANCIENT RECOVERY 4 SOBER 
MEN (STUDIO CITY AREA CALLED VALLEY VILLAGE LAUREL CYN & CHAN) pic map

jun 9 DOES YOUR OWNER'MGR NOT CARE WHAT GOES ON? EXCEPT FOR YOUR RENT? 
SOBER (STUDIO CITY AREA CALLED VALLEY VILLAGE LAUREL CYN & CHAN) pic map

jun9 WHEN IS ENOUGH, ENOUGH? COME ON <fc JOIN OUR BUDDHIST MEN’S SOBER 
LIVING (VALLEY VILLAGE/ STUDIO CITY AREA, LAUREL CYN and CHANDLER) pic map

Jun 9 AA NOT YOUR THING?LEARN ANCIENT WISDOM INSPIRED RECOVERY FOR SOBER 
MEN (STUDIO CITY AREA CALLED VALLEY VILAGE LAUREL CYN/ CHANDLER) pic map

tun 9 Newly remodeled 2 Bedroom 1 Bathroom Apt in HEART of Sherman Oaks $2095 / 2br - 
1010ft2 - (Sherman Oaks) pic map

Jun 9 GET FT WHILE ITS HOT! OPENINGS DON’T HAPPEN OFTEN AT THIS MENS SOBER 
(STUDIO CITY AREAA/ALLEY VILAGE. AUREL CYN and CHANDLER) pic map

Jun 9 NEWLY RENOVATED, UPPER GUSETHOUSE, PRIVATE ENTRANCE. WASHER DRYER 
$2850 / 2br - 1000ft2 - (STUDIO CITY) pic map

Jun 9 Remodeled Studio in North Hollywood+PooH-Quartz Counlers+SS Appliances $1550 / 500ft2 -

http://losangeles.craigslist.org/search/hhh?search_distance=2&postal=91607 2/5
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6/9/2016 los angeles housing, apartments, real estate, etc - craigslist

(North Hollywood+OPEN HOUSE SAT/SUN) pic map

jun 9 NO RIFF RAFF. DRAMA,STEALING FOOD. JUST A SOBER GROUP OF DECENT GUYS
(STUDIO CITY AREA CALLED VALLEY VILLAGE) pic map

Jun 9 UNIQUE MENS SOBER LIVING THAT STANDS OUT FROM THE REST. CK US OUT!
(STUDIO CITY AREA CALLED VALLEY VILLAGE) pic map

Jun 9 Amazing One Bedroom $2545 / 1 br - 745ft2 - pic map

Jun 9 Fun in the Sun w/ Roof Top Pool & Skyline View! Muse your lifestyle!!! $2468 / 2br - 1005ft2 - 
(North Hollywood) pic map

Jun9 Ready to get settled in your new STUDIO apartment? Move-In TODAY!!! $1824 / 701ft2 - 
(North Hollywood) pic map

jun 9 Fabulous 1 BR, July and August 2016 $1800 / 1 br - 800ft2 - (North Hollywood) pic map 

jun 9 LOOK TODAY - MOVE IN TOMORROW $800 (NO. HOLLYWOOD) pic map 

Jun 9 TURN KEY PRODUCTION OFFICE SPACE $800 (NO. HOLLYWOOD) pic map 

jun 9 Sherman Oaks, 3rd mo.rent free, W/D in unit $1750 / 1 br - (Sherman Oaks) pic map 

jun 9 Noho 1 bedroom apt $1100 /1 br - pic map

Jun 9 TAKE THIS APT TODAY BEFORE IT GOES. SPECIALS $ 199DEP $0APP $2375 / 2br - 
1200ft2 - pic map

Jun 9 Live Sober in North Hollywood $99 (North Hollywood)

Jun 9 Newly Renovated 2 Bedroom 1 Bathroom Apartment in Excellent Area $2095 / 2br - 1010ft2 - 
(Sherman Oaks) pic map

Jun 9 Luxury Living - Luxury Lofts | Live & Work! $1825 (North Hollywood) pic map 

Jun 9 House for Rent $5500 / 3br - 1114ft2 - (Studio City) pic map 

jun 9 Room for rent in Hispanic home $550 (North Hollywood) 

jun 9 Beautiful Studio at the Hesby $2065 / 545ft2 - pic

jun9 $360 $360 360*SHARED* Bedroom (Female Only) ((North Hollywood)) ( $360 

(North Hollywood) pic map

http://losangeles.craigslist.org/search/hhh?search_distance=2&postal=91607 3/5
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Jun 9 $360 $360 360*SHARED* Bedroom (Female Only) ((North Hollywood)) ( $350 

(North Hollywood) pic map

Jun 9 2 BEDROOMS + 2 BATHROOMS. $1600 / 2br - (Valley Village) pic map

Jun 9 $360 $360 360*SHARED)t Bedroom (Female Only) (('North Hollywood)) ( $360 

(North Hollywood) pic map

jun 9 $360 $360 360*SIIARED* Bedroom (Female Only) ((North Hollywood)) ( $350 

(North Hollywood) pic map

Jun9 -Pre-Lease Today -lBD+lBath in Noho- $1450 Mbr - (11943 Vanowen St.) pic map

jun 9 BRAND NEW! Open-House! $3595 / 3br - 1402ft2 - (Studio City) pic map

jun 9 LEASE *** HOUSE 3+1 * Option to rent Guest house in back S265C / 3br - 1250ft2 - 
(Valley Glen) pic map

.run 9 SPRING TOWARD - MOVE IN SPECIALS $$$$ Going Fast!!!! $1933 / 580ft2 - 
(North Hollywood) pic map

jun 9 Don't Miss Out In Your New Home! At Vanowen Square Apartment Homes $1450 / 1 br - 
(11943 Vanowen St.) pic map

jun 9 Charming Remodeled Duplex $1895 / 1 br - 900ft2 - (No Ho Atrs District) pic map

Jun 9 FOR LEASE 3 BD HOUSE $ 2,650 MONTH ****PRIME N.HOLLY*** $2650 / 3br - 1250ft2 
- (Valley Village) pic map

Jun 9 FABULOUS VIEW 2BED/2BAI H PRIME VALLEY VILLAGE $2075 / 2br - 911ft2 - pic map

6/9/2016 los angeles housing, apartments, real estate, etc - craigslist

jun 9 BRAND NEW! Open-House! $3695 / 3br - 1413ft2 - (Studio City) pic map

jun 9 I'm renting a private bedroom in charming valley village home $900 (Chandier/laurel canyon) pic

jun 9 Don't Miss Out In Your New' Home! At Vanowen Square Apartment Homes $1450 / 1 br - 
(11943 Vanowen St.) pic map

Jun 9 Master suites with large walk-in closets. Convenient breakfast bars $2418 / 1 br - 824ft2 - 
(North Hollywood) pic map

Jun 9 Spacious 1 bedroom in Quality Community, Great Amenities $1895 / 1 br - (Valley Village) pit map

http://losangeles. craigslist. org/search/hhh?search_distance=2&postal=91607 4/5
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6/9/2016 los angeles housing, apartments, real estate, etc - craigslist

.(un 9 Start A New Life In A New Home!! Some of our Best Rates Yet!! $2592 j / 2br - 1056ft2 - 
(Valley Village) pic map

Jun 9 Luxury Lofts in NoHo - Best Yelp Reviews $1906 (North Hollywood) pic map

Jun 9 Beautiful Home in lovely gated community of South Natomas $1010 / 4br - pic

Jun 9 As soon as you w alk in through the front door of this stunning Home. $988 / 3br - pic

Jun 9 Looking for your Home? $1931 / 580ft2 - (North Hollywood) map

Jun 9 Tour Today & Fall in Love! Limited Availability to See Unit! $2542 / 2br - 1162ft2 - 
(Valley Village/Studio City Adjacent) pic map

Jun9 VIDEO TOUR! MODERN 1 + 1! W+D IN-UNIT, HARDWOOD, PRKG. POOL, PET OK 5885 
$1925 Mbr - (STUDIG CITY) p;c map

jun 9 Private Nol lo Office w ALL Utilities Paid,Wood Floors,Next to Starbucks $595 
(North Hollywood - Valley Glen) pic map

jun 9 The Layout to Suit All Your Needs & More! $2599 / 2br - 1135fE - (Valley Village) [ map

Jun 9 North hollywood $500 to $700 (North Hollywood /Burbank) pic

Jun 9 FOR LEASE 3 BEDROOM HOUSE PRIME VALLEY GLEN/VILLAGE $2650 / 3br - 1250ft2 
- (Valley Village) pic map

Jun 9 Astounding amenities! We fit your lifestyle! Rent today $2720 / 2br - 1315ft2 - (Valley Village) pic 
map

Jun 9 Charming 3 Bed/2 Bath Apartment $2800 / 3br - 1000ft2 - (NoHo/Toluca Lake) map

A back to top

« < prev 1 to 100 of 2191 next >
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6/9/2016 los angeles housing, apartments, real estate, etc - craigslist

CL ( los angeles J

all los angeles ?

f housing J

all ;)

search housing, apartments, real estate, etc Q

$ options == list ▼ newest ▼
SGaiCn

« < prev next >

also try: postal code 91607, include nearby, miles: 2

Jun 9 Astounding amenities! We fit your lifestyle! Rent today $2720 / 2br - 1315ft2 * (Valley Village) pic 
map ©

☆ Jun 9 Charming 3 Bed/2 Bath Apartment $2800 / 3br - 1000ft2 - (NoHo/Toluca Lake) pic map ©

jun 9 Breathtaking Most Modem Unit - Must See!!! $2525 / 2br - 1039ft2 - (N. Hollywood) pic map © 

Jun 9 STUDIO CITY-pictured garden apt. I bdrm 1 bth $1365 / 1 br - 840ft2 - (studio city) pic map

T? Jun 9 Large 1 bedroom 1 Bath W/ Balcony $1660 / 1 br - 788ft2 - (Valley Village / Studio City) pic map
©

jun 9 Large 1 bedroom 1 Bath W/ Walk-in Closet and Balcony $1675 / 1 br - 788ft2 - 
(Valley Village / Studio City) map ©

© Jun 9 Spacious 1 Bedroom 1 Bath With Fireplace $1600 / 1 br - 740ft2 - (Valley Village / Studio City) pic 
map ©

tV Jun9 Magnificent Penthouse in a Great Location - Must See!!! $2525 / 2br - (N. Hollywood) pic map
©

Jun 9 Luxury Finishes & Vacation Style Amenities at Our Summer Special! $2399 / 2br - 1056ft2 - 
(Valley Village) pic map ©

Jun 9 FOR SALE 3 UNITS (HOUSE + 2 UNITS) 8br - 3096ft2 - (North Hollywood) pic map ©

jun 9 Spacious Townhouse Style Condo in Valley Village, near everything! $439000 / 2br - 1283ft2 -
pic map ©

http ://l osangel es. crai gsli st.org/search/hhh ?s= 100&postal=91607&s earch_di stance=2 1/5
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Jun 9 Gorgeous Most Modem Unit - Must See!!! $2425 / 2br - (N. Hollywood) pic map ©

jun 9 I bedroom - Central Air and Heat, Cyber cafe. Pet Friendly $2325 / 1 br - 647ft2 - 
(North Holiywooa) p nap ©

'if Jun 9 Luxury Living - Simply the Best $1825 (North Hollywood) p c map

. Jun9 Gorgeous and Bright, lxl Home Available Now!!; $1775 / 1 br - 650ft2 - (North Hollywood, CA)
©

los angeles housing, apartments, real estate, etc - craigslist
☆ Jun 9 FEEL ALL THE STREESS LEAVE YOU IN OUR STATE OF THE ART REMODELED 2X2
$2375 / 2br - 1200ft2 - pic map ©

1 Jun 9 Top Floor Beauty vt ith Pool View For Mid June Move In! $1475 / 1 br - 725ft - (Valley Village)
pic map ©

☆ Jun 9 BEAUTIFUL 1 BED & 1 BATH UNIT AVAILABLE IN NOHO ARTS DISTRICT! $1995 / 
1br- (11055 Cumpston St., North Hollywood, CA) pic map ©

Inn 9 Beautiful 2 Bedroom Unit Available in NoHo Arts District!!! $2225 / 2br - 
(11055 CumDSton St North Hollywood, CA) pic map ©

Jun 9 This is a extremely rice mobile home that has been totally remodeled $1072 / 4br - pic ti

jun 9 ^RENOVATED Studio in North Hollywood-Quartz-SS Appliances-Pool^ $1550 / 500ft2 - 
(North Hcllywood+OPEN HOUSE SAT/SUN) pic map ©

jun 9 Beautiful 2 Bedroom Unit Available in NoHo Arts District!!! $2225 / 2br - 
(11055 Cumpston St. North Hollywood. CA) pic map ©

☆ Jun9 Beautiful 1 Bedroom & 1 Bathroom Unit in NoHo Arts District!! $1995 / 1 br 
(11055 Cumpston St North Hollywood, CA) Die map ©

Jun 9 Dream Vacation 2br - (Valley Village) pic map ©

Jun 9 "ROMANTIC" VACATION- EVENTS $395 / 2bf - 1600ft' - (Valley Village/Snerman Oaks) p-: 

map ©

Jun 9 Film Shoots —Events—Vacation Rental $2750 / 2br - (Valley Village) . map 

☆ Jun 9 Film Shoots —Events—Vacation Rental $2750 / 2br - (Valley Village) p map © 

jun 9----------------- "Paradise"------------------- 2br - (Los Angeles') pic map ©
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Jun 9 "ROMANTIC" VACATION-EVENTS $395 / 2br - 1600ft' - (Valley Village/Sherman Oaks) 
map ©

Jun 9 Film Shoots --Events--Vacation Rental $2750 / 2br - (Valley Village) pic map ©

Jun 9------------------"Paradise"-------------------- 2br - (Los Angeles) i ■ map ©

☆ Jun 9 "ROMANTIC" VACATION- EVENTS $395 / 2br - 1600fU - (Valley Village/Sherman Oaks) me 

map ©

☆ Jun 9 Dream Vacation 2br - (Valley Village) pic map ©

☆ Jun 9 GORGEOUS NEW LUXURY CONDOS. SS APPLS. WASHER DRYER, CENTRAL AC, 
QUARTZ $35001 / 2br - 1520ft2 - (SHERMAN OAKS) pic map ©

☆ Jun 9 GORGEOUS NEW LUXURY CONDOS, SS APPLS, WASHER DRYER. CENTRAL AC. 
QUARTZ $3500 / 2br - 1520ft2 - (SHERMAN OAKS) pic. map ©

☆ jun 9 NEW LUXURY CONDOS FOR LEASE, WASHER DRYER IN UNIT. CENTRAL AC, SS 
A PPL $2800 / 2br - 1030ft2 - (SHERMAN OAKS) pic map ©

☆ Jun 9 NEW LUXURY CONDOS FOR LEASE, WASHER DRYER IN UNIT, CENTRAL AC, SS 
APPL $2800 / 2br - 1030ft2 - (SHERMAN OAKS, ■ c map ©

☆ Jun9 NEW LUXURY CONDOS FOR LEASE. WASHER DRYER IN UNIT, CENTRAL AC, SS 
APPL $2800 / 2br - 1030ft2 - (SHERMAN OAKS) pic map ©

☆ Jun 9 INDUSTRIAL VIBE, NEW LUXURY CONDOS, WASHER DRYER IN UNIT $3400, / 2br - 
1442ft2 - (SHERMAN OAKS) pic map ©

☆ Jun 9 INDUSTRIAL VIBE, NEW LUXURY CONDOS, WASHER DRYER IN UNIT $3400 / 2br - 
1442ft2 -(SHERMAN OAKS) pic map ©

☆ Jun 9 INDUSTRIAL VIBE. NEW LUXURY CONDOS. WASHER DRYER IN UNIT' $3400 / 2br - 
1442ft2 - (SHERMAN OAKS) pic map ©

☆ Jun 9 INDUSTRIAL VIBE, NEW LUXURY CONDOS, WASHER DRYER IN UNIT $3400 / 2br - 
1442ft2 - (SHERMAN OAKS) pic map ©

☆ Jun 9 INDUSTRIAL VIBE, NEW LUXURY CONDOS. WASHER DRYER IN UNIT $3400 / 2br - 
1442ft2 - (SHERMAN OAKS) )ic map ©

☆ Jun9 NEW CONSTRUCTION!! CONDOS! STYLISH INDUSTRIAL VIBE ARCHITECTURE 
$3500 / 2br - 1520ft2 - (SHERMAN OAKS) pic map ©
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runs NEW CONSTRUCTION!! CONDOS! STYLISH INDUSTRIAL VIBE ARCHITECTURE 
$3500 / 2br - 1520ft2 - (SHERMAN OAKS) pic map ©

tY Jun9 NEW CONSTRUCTION!! CONDOS! STYLISH INDUSTRIAL VIBE ARCHITECTURE. 
$3500 / 2br - 1520ft2 - (SHERMAN OAKS) pic map ©

tY Jun 9 Discounted Rates at Professional Recording Studio! (North Hollywood) pic map ©

Jun 9 2 beds 1 bath 900sqft HOUSE FOR RENT $1950 / 2br - 900ft2 - (North Hollywood, CA) pir map
©

☆ Jun 9 2 Bdr / IBalh -REHAB"WOOD FLOORS"-2 PARkING-CERAMIC TILE TOP-NICE POOL 
$1575 / 2br - (NORTH HOLLYWOOD) pic map ©

UT Jan 9 C'hamiing 4 bedroom 3 bath house in Valley Village with bonus room $895000 ' 4br - 2046ft2 - 
(Valley Village) pic ©

☆ Jun9 Furnished room for rent $750 (North Hollywood) map ©

lY Jun9 Beautiful 1 Bed in Prime North Hollywood-Pool-Granite-MUST SEE!! $125r / 1br - 600ft2 - 
(North Hollywood A/alley Glen) pic map ©

Jun 9 Newly Remodeled 2 Bedroom 1 Bath Apartment in Excellent Neighborhood $2095 / 2br - 
1010ft2 - (Sherman Oaks) p;c ©

tY Jun 9 First Time Home Buyers NOT on MLS, Available Now $575000 (Van Nuys) pic map ©

T Jun 9 JI ST REDUCED! 4+3 House in Valley Village $895000 / 4br - 2046tt2 - (Valley Village) pic ©

jun 9 FRESH AND READY 2 bed 2.5 bath tri level apartment move in ready $2675 / 2br - 1300ft2 - 
(studio city) pic map ©

☆ Jun 9 Come see FRESH and READY 2 bed 2 bath upscale apartment move in ready $2575 / 2br - 
1067ft2 - (Toluca Lake) pic map ©

Jun 9 ♦RENOVATED 1 BED in NoHo+Quartz Counlers+SS Appliances-Tool* $1599 / 1 br - 700ft2 
- (NoHo-OPEN HOUSE SAT+SUN) pic map ©

lY Jun 9 Vaulted Ceilings! Remodel! Original Wood Floors! Charming Tile! $1425 / 1 br - (Valley Villlage)
pic map ©

☆ Jun 9 South Of Ventura BLVD! Carpenter School District! 2 Car Parking! $2095 / 2br - (Studio City)

los angeles housing, apartments, real estate, etc - craigslist

Jun9 NEW CONSTRUCTION!! CONDOS! STYLISH INDUSTRIAL VIBE ARCHITECTURE
$3500 / 2br - 1520ft2 - (SHERMAN CAKS) pic map ©
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pic map ©

it Jun 9 Town House Style! Roof Top Patio! No Ho Arts! Wood Floors! Central AC! $2250 / 2br - 
(North Hollywood) pic map ©

it Jun 9 Steps from Ventura! Huge w/View! Upgraded &Balconv! Central AivIPool! $2150 / 2br - 
(Studio City) pic map ©

it Jun9 Extra Loft! Vaulted Ceilings! Wood Floors! Granite Counters! Tandem! $1850 / 1 br - 
(North Hollywood) map ©

Jun 9 Shared Garage Parking! Large Layout! Vintage Charm! Back Door! $1525 / 1 br - (Valley Village)
P'c map ©

it Jun9 Extra Loft! Vaulted Ceilings! Balcony! CentralAir! Near 170 Fwy! Pool! S1750 (North Hollywood)
pic map ©

it Jun 9 Chatsworth Bright Windows Yet Simple Layout Office Lease 5100ft2 - pic ©

it Jun 9 Dramatic Townhouse with 2 bedrooms+Large office $3500 / 2br - 1800ft2 - (studio city) pic. map
© '

it Jun 9 North Hollywood Office W/Logical LayOut Immediate Occupancy 2532ft2 - p:c ©

it Jun 9 8/9 month Sublet, Guest House $1800 / 1 Dr - 700ft2 - (Studio City) map ©

it Jun 9 Gorgeous BRAND NEW studio with City and Hills View! $2100 / 475ft2 - (North Hollywood) pic 

map ©

it Jun 9 Music Studio Pre-Production $3500 (North Hollywood) pic map ©

☆ Jun 9 UNIQUE FILM LOCATION FOR SHOOTING (Studio City) ©

☆ Jun 9 UNIQUE FILM LOCATION FOR SHOOTING (Studio City) map

A bacK to top
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10/24/2016 City of Los Angeles Mail - Case N urn be’ VTT 73704-SL and ENV-2015-26^8-MND

LA
6&EC5

Sharon Dickinson <sharon.dickinson@lacity.org>

Case Number VTT 73704-SL and ENV-2015-2618-MND
1 message

madeleine huttenback <madsstickss@gmail.com> Sun, Oct 23, 2016 at 3:10 PM
Tp: sharon.dickinson@lacity.org

Dear Ms. Dickinson,

I am emailing you to urge the Counciimembers to Save Hermitage and Uphold the appeal for Case Number 
VTT 73704-SL and ENV-2015-2618-MND scheduled for the Planning and Land Use Meeting on October 25, 
2016.

We neea you to stand up to Greedy Developers who bully and harass tenants, destroy our architectural legacy 
and demolish the last of our rent stabilized homes
We ask the Planning and Land Use Management Committee to follow the General Plan and Ordinances by not 
approving projects that are cut of compliance.

Thank You,

Madeleine Huttenback

https ://mail.googie.com/mai l/u/0/?ui=2&k=e0c4SD/0e2&view=pt&stjarch=inbox&tn-157f397t1d546d5e&Siml--l57f397t1d546d6e 1/1
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/£> -fo^
Sharon Dickinson <sharon.dickinson@lacity.org>

City of Los Ange'es Mall - VTT 73704-SL and ENV 2015-2618- MNO - Please jphold the appeal

VTT 73704-SL and ENV-2015-2618-MND - Please uphold the appeal
1 message

Karen Smalley <karen.smaiiey@gmail.com> Sun, Oct 23, 2016 at 4:44 PM
To. counciimember.huizar@lacity.org, cojncilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.crg, counciImember.cedillo@lacity.org, 
councilmember.englander@lacity.org, councilmember.pnce@lacity.org 
Cc shamn.dickinson@lacity.org, etta.armstrong@lacity.org

Honorable PLUM Committee Councilmembers,

I am emailing to urge the Councilmembers to Save Hermitage and to uphold the appeal for Case Number VTT 
73704-SL and ENV-2015-2618-MND scheduled for the Planning and Land Use Meeting on October 25, 2016

We need you to stand up to Greedy Developers who bully and harass tenants, destroy our architectural legacy 
and demolish the last of our rent stabilized homes.

We ask the Planning and Land Use Management Committee to follow the General Plan and Ordinances by not 
approving projects that are out of compliance.

I have read extensively about this project and I cannot imagine how the city could allow this travesty of justice 
to take place.

Sincerely, 

Karen Smalley

Karen Smalley 
1212 S. Orlando Ave 
Los Angeles, CA 90035

karen.smalley@gmail.com
310-994-2515

naps ://m ail. yoogle.com/mail/j/0/?ia=2&ik=e0c49t>/0e2&view-pt&s ear Ch=inoox&th=157f3ee8ec304c28&siml--157f3ee8ec304c28 1/1
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10/24/2016 City of Los Angeles Mail Please Place in. tne record for the Herm tage / Weddington case

IQ-fO^
Sharon Dickinson <sharon.dickinson@lacity.org>

Please Place in the record for the Hermitage / Weddington case
1 message

info@losangelestrees.org <mfo@losangelestrees.org> Sun, Oct 23, 2016 at 6:02 PM
To: councilmember.huizar@lacity.org, councilmember.hams-oawson@lacity.org, councilmember.cedillo@lacity.org, 
councilmember.englander@lacity.org, councilmember.price@lacity.org, Sharon Dickinson <sharon.dickinson@lacity.org>, 
etta.armstrong@lacity.org

PLUM Committee,

The Hermitage and Weddington community is considered a park poor neighborhood. Los Angeles as a whole is in a 
state of emergency fcr falling below what is described as the recommended acre of open/green space per resident.
This means it is absolutely critical to the oublic that this area have as much protection as possible in preserving open 
areas and existing greenery.
This proposal has a detrimental effect on the environment and everyone in it.

For your review I have attached 2 pdf's that demonstrate now removing the existing elements this proposal desires to 
remove, immediately increases crime and you nave caused irrevocable damage to the environment. You have thereby 
inflicted a level of damage you can not repair

Please take the time to read and understand the information enclosed. One cannot be expected to make a fair decision 
without understanding the effects of doing so

2 attachments

ENV-2015-26l8-MND-EnvironmentAndCrime-prntd.pdf
^ 247K

« *£-pdf

nttps.//mail.9oogie.com/mail/u/0/?Ui=2&ik-e0c49b70e2&view-pt&sfearch-inoox&th=157f4380caaco960&s;rnl=157f4380caace960 1/1
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New York (November 20, 2012) - As the East Coast tallies the cost of lost trees and 
looks to replant, there’s no quick fix for losing the benefits that mature trees 
provide a city. Not all street trees are created equal, and mature trees are 
infinitely more valuable than young ones. It takes years for newly planted trees 
to produce the kinds of economic and environmental benefits of older trees. 
What's lost when older trees go down?

Last year’s Tropical Storm Irene took down about 3,400 trees in New York City and 
another 10,000 went down from the winds of Superstorm Sandy, but many of them, 
especially in Central Park, were old and as large as six feet in diameter.

“The bigger the tree, the more carbon it captures, the more particulate matter it 
filters, the more storm water it captures,” says Bram Gunther with New York City’s 
Parks and Recreation Department, “so it’s a huge number in terms of 
environmental benefits and what it does for a community.”

Twenty-four hours after the storm, the department sent people walking, riding and 
bicycling all 33,000 blocks of New York City with handheld computers, reviewing 
damage and putting in work orders.

A study from the U.S. Department of Agriculture shows that the city’s more than 5 
million trees remove 42,000 tons cf carbon and about 2,000 tons of air pollution per 
year. They are valued a $5.2 billion.

While the city is already ahead of schedule in its commitment to plant 1 million trees by 
2017, because newly planted trees are small, it will be years before the city can 
replace its fading urban forest. Read the full NPR article, Thousands Of Trees Gone, 
Ripped Out Bv Sandv.

A recent American City’s article laid out the research on the benefits of mature tree 
canopies in an urban environment vs. younger trees. This includes reducing air

No Quick Fix for Replacing the 
Benefits of Mature TreesAlliance for Community Trees



pollution, creating shade and mitigating the impact of urban heat islands, and 
managing storm water runoff an.1 flooding.

Also, helping reduce crime. The article cites a study of tree cover in Baltimore 
that conservatively concluded that even a 10% increase in tree canopy was 
associated with a nearly 12% decrease in crime. This magnitude was 40% 
greater on public land.

A USDA Forest Service study examining how trees affect local and regional air quality 
by altering the atmosphere of urban environments found that large, healthy trees 
greater than 77 centimeters (30 inches) in diameter remove 70 times more air 
pollution annually than small, healthy trees less than eight centimeters (three 
inches) in diameter.

As with other benefits of trees, size matters. According to research conducted in 
Chicago, taller trees offer increased shading during the summer, when the sun is 
high, and increased solar access below the canopy in winter, when the sun in 
low. In sum, energy savings increase with tree age and size.

Planting a million trees is great. But planting even 500,000 in conditions that allow 
them to survive, thrive and mature is exponentially greater. Read the full American 
City’s article, “Urban Trees: Let’s Grow Old Together.” with links to research and 
charts.

Related Resources
Urban Trees: Let’s Grow Old Together 
Thousands Of Trees Gone. Ripped Out Bv Sandv

* Studies referenced have been submitted in previously attached PDF’s.
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ENVIRONMENT AND 
CRIME IN THE INNER CITY 
Does Vegetation Reduce Crime?

FRANCES E. KUO is an assistant professor and codirector of the Human-Environ
ment Research. Laboratory at the University of Illinois. Urbana-Champuign. Her re 
search focuses on attention, defensible space, and novice-friendly information.

WILLIAM C. SULLIVAN is an associate professor and codirector of the Human- 
Environment Research Laboratory at the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign. 
His researchfocuses on the psychological andsocial benefits of urban nature and citi 
zen participation in environmental decision making.

ABSTRACT: Although vegetation has teen positively linked to fear of crime and 
crime in anumber of settings, recent findings in urban residential areas have hinted at 
a possible negative relationship. Residents living in “greener” surroundings report 
lower levels of fear, fewer incivilities, and less aggressive and violent behavior. This 
study used police crime reports to examine the relationship between vegetation and 
crime in an inner-city neighborhood. Crime rates for 98 apartment buildings with 
varying levels of nearby vegetation were compared. Results indicate that although 
residents were randomly assigned to different levels of nearby vegetation, the greener 
a building’s surroundings were, the fewer crimes reported. Furthermore, this pattern 
held for both property crimes and violent crimes. The relationship of vegetation to 
crime held after the number of apartments per building, building height, vacancy rate, 
and number of occupied units per building were accounted for.

The highway from one merchant town to another shall be cleared so that no 
cover for malefactors should be allowed for a width of two hundred feet on ei
ther side; landlords who do not effect this clearance will be answerable for rob
beries committed in consequence of their default, and in case of murder they 
will be in the king’s mercy.
—Statute of Winchester of 1285, Chapter V, King Fdward I

_ AUTHORS’ NOTE. A portion of these findings was presented in invited testimony to 
uS) the National Urban and Community Forestry Advisory Council (NUCIAC). This

ENVIRONMENT AND BEHAVIOR. Vol. 33 No. 3, May 2001 343-367 
© 2001 Sage Publications, Inc.

343
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There is a long tradition of addressing crime in problem areas by removing 
vegetation. As early as 1285, the English King Edward I sought to reduce 
highway robbery by forcing property owners to clear highway edges of trees 
and shrubs (Pluncknett, 1960). Today, that tradition continues as park author
ities, universities, and municipalities across North America engage in active 
programs to remove vegetation because it is thought to conceal and facilitate 
criminal acts (Michael & Hull, 1994; Nasar & Fisher, 1993; Weisel, Gouvis, 
& Harrell, 1994).

One of the settings in which crime is of greatest concern today is the 
inner-city neighborhood. To combat crime in this setting, should vegetation 
be removed? This article suggests the opposite. We present theory and evi
dence to suggest that far from abetting crime, high-canopy trees and grass 
may actually work to deter crime in poor inner-city neighborhoods.

COULD THERE BE EXCEPTIONS TO THE RULE?

As a rule, the belief is that vegetation facilitates crime because it hides per
petrators and criminal activity from view. Here, we review the evidence in 
support of this “rule” and suggest conditions under which it might not apply.

Although no studies to date have examined whether crime rates are actu
ally higher in the presence of dense vegetation, a variety of evidence links 
dense vegetation with fear, fear of crime, and possibly crime itself.

It is certainly the case that many people fear densely vegetated areas. In 
research on urban parks, densely wooded areas have consistently been asso
ciated with fear. In one study, safety ratings for 180 scenes of urban parks 
showed that individuals felt most vulnerable in densely forested areas and 
safest in open, mowed areas (Schroeder & Anderson, 1984). And in another 
study, individuals who were asked for their open-ended responses to photo

work was also supported by the Cooperative State Research, Education and Exten
sion Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, under Project No. 1LLU-65-0387. 
Weare grateful for the assistance of many individuals and other institutions as well. 
John Potter and Liesette Brunson assisted in data entry and data analysis in the initial 
stages of this project. A reviewer’s suggestion substantially strengthened the analyses 
presented here. The Chicago Housing Authority and the management of Ida B. Wells 
were helpful in many ways, and the Chicago Police Department graciously gave us 
access to their year-end crime reports. Jerry Barrett helped produce the figures, and 
Helicopter Transport of Chicago donated the helicopter flight over Ida B. Wells. Cor
respondence concerning this article should be addressed to Frances E. Kuo, Human- 
Environment Research Laboratory, University of Illinois, 1103 S. Domer, Urbana, 
IL, 61801; e-mail: f-kuo@uiuc.edu.

mailto:f-kuo@uiuc.edu
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graphs of urban parks indicated that heavily vegetated areas seemed danger
ous (Talbot & Kaplan, 1984). Although neither of these studies specifically 
probed fear of crime (as opposed to more general fear), it was clear that at 
least some participants had crime in mind; one respondent specifically sug
gested that weedy areas gave muggers good hiding places (Talbot & Kaplan, 
1984).

Dense vegetation has also been linked specifically to fear of crime. In 
safety ratings for 180 scenes of parking lots, the more a photo was covered by 
vegetation, the lower the perceived security (Shaffer & Anderson, 1985), 
And in research examining fear of crime on a university campus, dense 
understories that reduced views into areas where criminals might hide were 
associated with fear of crime (Nasar & Fisher, 1993). In these and other stud
ies, view distance seems to be an important factor. Fear of crime is higher 
where vegetation blocks views (Fisher & Nasar, 1992; Kuo, Bacaicoa, & 
Sullivan, 1998; Michael & Hull, 1994).

Not only has dense vegetation been linked to general fears and to fear of 
crime in particular, but two studies have pointed more directly at a facilitative 
role of vegetation in crime. In the first study, park managers and park police 
indicated that dense vegetation is regularly used by criminals to conceal their 
activities (Michael & Hull, 1994). In the second, burglars themselves lent 
support to this notion. In this study, automobile burglars described how they 
used dense vegetation in a variety of ways, including to conceal their selec
tion of a target and their escape from the scene, to shield their examination of 
stolen goods, and finally, in the disposal of unwanted goods (Michael, Hull, 
& Zahm, 1999). At the same time, Michael and his coauthors made it clear 
that vegetation was neither necessary nor sufficient for a crime to take place.

The clear theme in all these studies is that dense vegetation provides 
potential cover for criminal activities, possibly increasing the likelihood of 
crime and certainly increasing the fear of crime. Large shrubs, underbrush, 
and dense woods all substantially diminish visibility and therefore are capa
ble of supporting criminal activity.

But, not all vegetation blocks views. A well-maintained grassy area cer
tainly does not block views; widely spaced, high-canopy trees have minimal 
effect on visibility; and flowers and low-growing shrubs seem unlikely to 
provide cover for criminal activities. We suggest that although the rule that 
vegetation aids crime may hold for visibility-decreasing forms of vegetation, 
there are systematic exceptions to this rule. To wit, we propose that widely 
spaced, high-canopy trees and other visibility-preserving forms of vegetation 
do not promote crime.
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MIGHT VEGETATION DETER CRIME? THEORY

Furthermore, we propose that in some settings, visibility-preserving 
forms of vegetation may actually deter crime. Specifically, we propose that in 
poor inner-city neignborhoods, vegetation can inhibit crime through the fol
lowing two mechanisms: by increasing surveillance and by mitigating some 
of the psychological precursors to violence. Let’s look at each of these in 
turn.

Increasing surveillance. Surveillance is a well-established factor in crimi
nal activity. Jane Jacobs (1961) suggested that the simple presence of more 
“eyes on the street” would deter crime, and this concept was prominent in 
Oscar Newman’s (1972) classic Defensible Space and appeared in Jeffery’s 
(1971) Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design. Since then, many 
studies have shown that perpetrators avoid areas with greater surveillance 
and greater likelihood of intervention (e.g,, Bennett, 1989; Bennett & 
Wright, 1984, Cromwell, Olson, & Avary, 1991; Poyner & Webb, 1992). 
And, substantial research has shown that criminals avoid well-used residen
tial areas where their activities might easily be observed (Coleman, 1987; 
Macdonald & Gifford, 1989; Merry, 1981; Rhodes & Conley, 1981).

There is some evidence to suggest that in inner-city neighborhoods, vege
tation might introduce more eyes on the street by increasing residents’ use of 
neighborhood outdoor spaces. A series of studies conducted in inner-city 
neighborhoods has shown that rreed outdoor spaces are consistently more 
well used by youth, adults1-,' and mixed-age groups than are treeless spaces; 
moreover, the more trees in a space, the greater the number of simultaneous 
users (Coley, Kuo, & Sullivan, 1997; Kuo, Sullivan, Coley, & Brunson, 1998; 
W. C. Sullivan, Kuo, & DePooter, 2001). Not surprisingly then, arecent study 
found that children were twice as likely to have adult supervision in green 
inner-city neighborhood spaces than in similar but barren spaces (A F. Tay
lor, Wiley, Kuo, & Sullivan, 1998). Thus, in these settings, higher levels of 
vegetation nor only preserve visibility but may also increase surveillance.

Perhaps just as important as actual surveillance in deterring crime is 
implied surveillance. Newman (1972) suggested that criminals might be 
deterred by environmental cues suggesting that surveillance is likely even 
when no observers are present (also see Jeffery, 1971; R. B. Taylor, 1988). 
Consistent with this, territorial markers have been empirically linked to lower 
rates of incivilities and crime (Brown & Altman, 1983; Perkins, Brown, & 
Taylor, 1996; Perkins, Wandersman, Rich, & Taylor, 1993; R. B. Taylor, 
1988). (And even those E&B readers who are not criminals may have
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experienced the power of implied surveillance—on the highway after pass
ing an empty police car.)

There is some evidence to suggest that residential vegetation can act as a 
territorial marker. Chaudhury (1994) showed front views of houses to students 
and examined how a host of environmental features affected their ratings of 
territorial personalization. He found that the presence and maintenance of 
vegetative features was the strongest predictor of territorial personalization, 
with an R-squared of .65. Similarly, Brown and colleagues (Brown & 
Altman, 1983; Brown & Bentley, 1993) found evidence suggesting that 
plants and other territorial markers make properties less attractive for bur
glary. We suggest that well-maintained vegetation may constitute a particu
larly effective territorial marker. Well-maintained vegetation outside a home 
serves as one of the cues to care (Nassauer, 1988), suggesting that the inhabit
ants actively care about their home territory and potentially implying that an 
intruder would be noticed and confronted.

Mitigating psychological precursors to violence. Another mechanism by 
which vegetation might inhibit crime is through mitigating mental fatigue. S. 
Kaplan (1987) suggested that one of the costs of mental fatigue may be a 
heightened propensity for “outbursts of anger and potentially ... violence” 
(p. 57), and three proposed symptoms of mental fatigue—irritability, inatten
tiveness, and decreased control over impulses—are each well-established 
psychological precursors to violence. Irritability is linked with aggression in 
numerous studies (e.g., Caprara & Renzi, 1981; Coccaro, Bergeman, 
Kavoussi, & Seroczynski, 1997; Kant, Smith-Seemiller, & Zeiler, 1998; 
Kavoussi & Coccaro, 1998; Stanford, Greve, & Dickens, 1995). Inattentive
ness has been closely tied to aggression in both children (Stewart, 1985) and 
adolescents (Scholte, van Aken, & van Leishout, 1997). And, impulsivity is 
associated with aggression and violence in a variety of populations (for 
reviews, see Brady, Myrick & McElroy, 1998; Markovitz, 1995; Tuinier, 
Verhoeven, & Van Praag, 1996).

A considerable body of studies indicates that vegetation aids in the recov
ery from mental fatigue. Contact with nature in a variety of forms—wilder
ness areas, prairie, community parks, window views, and interior plants—is 
systematically linked with enhanced cognitive functioning as measured by 
both self-report and performance on objective tests (e.g., Canin, 1991; 
Cimprich, 1993; Hartig, Mang, & Evans, 1991; R. Kaplan, 1984; Lohr, 
Pearson-Mimms, & Goodwin, 1996; Miles, Sullivan, & Kuo, 1998; Ovitt, 
1996; Tennessen & Cimprich, 1995). To the extent that irritability, inatten
tiveness, and impulsivity are symptoms of mental fatigue, as first proposed in
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S. Kaplan (1987) and recently elucidated in Kuo and Sullivan (in press), 
reductions in mental fatigue should decrease violent behavior.

In sum, we propose that vegetation can deter crime in poor urban neigh
borhoods in any or all of the following ways: by increasing residents’ infor
mal surveillance of neighborhood spaces, by increasing the implied sur
veillance of these spaces, and by mitigating residents’ mental fatigue, 
thereby reducing the potential for violence. Next, we review empirical work 
pointing at a negative relationship between vegetation and crime.

MIGHT VEGETATION DETER CRIME? CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE

There are a number of scattered hints in the empirical literature that vege
tation might have a negative relationship to crime in residential settings.

A few studies have used images to examine the relationship between vege
tation and sense of safety in residential settings. The findings from residential 
settings are in direct contrast to those obtained in studies of nonresidential 
settings: In residential settings, the more vegetation there is, the less fear of 
crime. One study used photographs of residential sites to examine effects of 
architectural and landscape features on fear of crime and found that higher 
levels of vegetation were associated with less fear of crime (Nasar, 1982). 
Another study used drawings of residences and found that properties 
appeared safer when trees and shrubs were included than when they were not 
(Brower, Dockett, & Taylor, 1983). And, similar results were obtained from 
an experiment using computer-based photo simulations. In that study, an 
inner-city courtyard was depicted with varying densities of trees: The more 
dense the tree planting was, the greater the sense of safety (Kuo, Bacaicoa, 
et al., 1998).

One study used controlled comparisons of real residential settings to 
examine the relationship between vegetation and sense of safety. In a public 
housing development where residents were randomly assigned to architec
turally identical apartment buildings with varying levels of vegetation imme
diately outside, those residents who lived in buildings with more trees and 
grass gave systematically higher endorsements to the statement “I feel safe 
living here” than did their counterparts living in relatively barren buildings 
(Kuo, Sullivan, et ah, 1998). That is, not only do images of green residential 
settings evoke a greater sense of safety, but individuals living in such settings 
report a greater sense of safety as well.

There is some indication that this greater sense of safety is warranted. A 
few studies have examined the relationship between vegetation and “incivili
ties.” R. B. Taylor, Gottfredson, and Brower (as cited in R. B. Taylor, 1988) 
compared street blocks with higher and lower levels of high-maintenance
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gardening and found fewer problems reported on street blocks with higher 
levels of high-maintenance gardening. And in another study, Stamen (1993) 
surveyed landscaped and nunlandscaped areas in a community and found 
that the incidence of vandalism or graffiti in sites without plantings was 90% 
as compared to 10% in sites w ith plantings. Similarly, Brunson (1999) exam
ined both physical and social incivilities in public housing outdoor spaces 
with trees and grass versus in similar spaces without vegetation. Resident 
reports indicated that graffiti, vandalism, and littering were systematically 
lower in outdoor spaces with trees and grass than in comparable, more barren 
spaces (Brunson, 1999). Furthermore, resident reports indicated that social 
incivilities, such as the presence of noisy, disruptive individuals, strangers, 
and illegal activity, were also systematically lower in the greener outdoor 
spaces (Brunson, 1999).

Additional evidence that vegetation may reduce crime comes from two 
studies that examined the relationship between residential vegetation and 
residents’ levels of aggression and violence. Mooney andNicell (1992) com
pared violent assaults by Alzheimer patients during two consecutive sum
mers in five long-term care facilities—three without gardens and two in 
which exterior gardens were installed. In Alzheimer patients, increases in the 
number of aggressive assaults each year are typical because of the progres
sive deterioration of cognitive faculties; and indeed, in the facilities without 
gardens, the incidence of violent assaults increased dramatically over time. 
By contrast, the incidence of violent assaults in the other facilities stayed the 
same or decreased slightly after gardens were installed.

Another study compared levels of aggression and violence in an urban 
public housing neighborhood where residents played no role in planting or 
maintaining the vegetation outside their apartments and were randomly 
assigned to levels of greenness. Levels of aggression and violence were sys
tematically lower for individuals living in green surroundings than for indi
viduals living in barren surroundings; moreover, lack of nature significantly 
predicted levels of mental fatigue, which in turn significantly predicted 
aggression Mediation testing indicated that the relationship between vegeta - 
tion and aggression was fully mediated through attention (Kuo & Sullivan, 
in press).

In sum, there is a variety of evidence suggesting chat vegetation may be 
linked to lower levels of crime in residential neighborhoods, particularly 
poor inner-city neighborhoods. Residential vegetation has been linked with a 
greater sense of safety, fewer incivilities, and less aggressive and violent 
behavior. Of these findings, the most direct evidence of a negative link 
between vegetation and crime comes from residents’ reports of illegal
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activities in the space outside their apartment building and from residents’ 
self-reports of (criminally) aggressive behavior.

The study presented here is the first to examine the relationship between 
vegetation and crime in an inner-city neighborhood using police crime 
reports. Although police crime reports are far from infallible (O’Brien, 
1990), one advantage of such reports is that they are based on actual counts of 
crimes reported over the course of a year and thus are less subject to the dis
tortions introduced by having residents estimate the frequencies of such 
events frcm memory. Thus, the convergence of findings from resident reports 
and police reports would lend confidence to a negative link between vegeta
tion and crime. In this study, we examined the relationship between the vege
tation outside of apartment buildings and the number of police crime reports 
for those buildings ever a 2- year period. We collected police data on property 
crimes, violent crimes, and total crimes for 98 apartment buildings in one 
inner-city neighborhood and used the amount of tree and grass cover outside 
each building to predict crime.

METHOD

Data presented here were collected as part of the Vital Neighborhood 
Common Spaces archive, a multistudy research effort examining the effects 
of the physical environment on the functioning of individuals, families, and 
communities residing in urban public housing.

POPULATION, SETTING, AND DESIGN

Ida B. Wells is a large public housing development in Chicago. Wells pro 
vides housing for approximately 5,700 individuals, of which 65% are female, 
97% are African American, and 44% are children younger than 14 years old 
(Chicago Housing Authority, 1995). Ida B. Wells is one of the 12 poorest 
neighborhoods in the United States (Ihejirika, 1995). At the time of this 
study, approximately 93% of the people living at Wells were officially unem
ployed, and roughly 50% of the families received Aid to Families wilh 
Dependent Children (Chicago Housing Authority, 1995).

The amount of nature outside apartment buildings at Ida B. Wells varies 
considerably. When the development was originally built in the 1940s, trees 
and grass were planted around each of the low-rise buildings. Over time, 
many of these green spaces have been paved in an effort to keep dust down 
and maintenance costs low; this paving has killed many of the original trees,
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Figure 1: Ground Level View at Ida B. Wells Showing Apartment Buildings With 
Varying Amounts of Tree and Grass Cover

leaving some areas completely barren, others with small trees or some grass, 
and still others with mature high-canopy trees (see Figure 1). Because shrubs 
were relatively rare, vegetation at Ida B. Wells was essentially the amount of 
tree and grass cover around each building.

A number of apartment buildings at Wells were excluded from this study. 
First, the high-rise and midrise (seven-story) buildings were excluded to keep 
the buildings sampled similar in size, number of residents, and amount of 
outdoor common space. Second, of the 124 low-rise (one to four stories) 
apartment buildings, those buildings adjacent or nearly adjacent to the police 
station within the development were excluded because the presence of police 
officers would be expected to be a significant deterrent to crime. And finally, 
a small cluster of low-rise buildings was excluded because the buildings’ 
irregular placement with respect to each other and the street made it unclear 
where the common space associated with one building ended and the next 
began. The final sample included 98 buildings.

Ida B. Wells offers a number of rare methodological advantages for inves
tigating the relationship between residential vegetation and crime. Although 
levels of vegetation outside the apartment buildings vary considerably, the 
residents are strikingly homogeneous with respect to many of the individual 
characteristics that have been shown to increase vulnerability to crime— 
income, education, and life circumstances. This similarity among residents 
coupled with the consistent low-rise architecture decreases the sources of 
extraneous variability in crime. This increases the power to detect differences 
in the amount of crime associated with differences in the level of vegetation 
outside each apartment building.

Perhaps more important, the apartment assignment procedures and land 
scaping policies of public housing work to ensure that there are no systematic
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relationships between the vegetation outside an apartment building and the 
characteristics of its residents. Applicants for public housing at Ida B. Wells 
(and elsewhere in Chicago public housing) are assigned to individual apart
ments without regard for the level of nearby vegetation. And although resi
dents have some choice in accepting or rejecting a particular apartment in 
theory, in practice the level of nearby vegetation is not a significant factor in 
residents’ choices, and most residents simply accept the first available apart
ment (Kuo, Sullivan, et al., 1998). Moreover, residents play little or no role in 
decisions to introduce or remove trees. Thus, in this study, there were no apn 
ori reasons to expect a relationship between the level of vegetation outside an 
apartment building and the chai acteiistics of its inhabitants—more “respon
sible” residents might just as likely live in barren buildings as in green 
buildings.

MEASURES

Crime reports. Chicago Police Department year-end Uniform Crime 
Reports were analyzed for this study. These crime reports summarize for 
each address at Ida B. Wells the specific crimes (e.g., aggravated assault and 
strong-armed robbery) that were reported during the year. These reports 
include both citizen-initiated complaints and those filed by an officer without 
a citizen complaint.

When a crime is reported to the police, an officer is dispatched to interview 
the victim or victims and any witnesses. The officer then files a report about 
the incident describing the specific crime or crimes, the date, the address 
where the crime(s) occurred, and other pertinent information. Details from 
this report are then summarized in the year-end crime reports

From 2 years of crime reports, we created three summary variables index
ing crime for each low-rise apartment building at Ida B. Wells, following the 
classification scheme used by the Department of Justice (Bureau of Justice 
Statistics, 1999). In this scheme, property crime is the sum of simple thefts, 
vehicle thefts, burglaries, and arson; violent crime includes assaults, batter
ies, robberies, and homicides; and total crimes is the sum of all crimes 
reported.

Vegetation. To assess the density of trees and grass around each of the 
low-rise buildings, we took dozens of 35mm slide photographs of the devel
opment by helicopter, passing over each duster of buildings from a number 
of vantages (see Figure 2). We also took ground-level photographs of many of 
the outdoor spaces. All the slides were taken in June when the tree canopy
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Figure 2: Aerial View of a Portion of Ida B. Wells Showing Buildings With Varying 
Amounts of Tree and Grass Cover

was full and the grass was green. Fcr each building, the aerial slides were put 
together with slides taken at ground level; theie were at minimum three dif
ferent views from aerial and ground-level photos of each space (front, back, 
left side, and right side) around each building. Five students in landscape 
architecture and horticulture then independently rated the level of vegetation 
in each space. Each of the individuals rating the spaces received a map of the 
development that defined the boundaries of the specific spaces under study. 
The raters viewed the slides and recorded their ratings on the maps. A total of 
220 spaces was rated, each on a 5-point scale (0 = no trees or grass, 4 = a space 
completely covered with tree canopy). Interrater reliability for these ratings 
was .94.1 The five ratings were averaged to give a mean nature rating for each 
space. The nature ratings for the front, back, and side spaces around each 
building were then averaged to produce a summary vegetation rating. Ratings 
of vegetation for the 98 buildings ranged from 0.6 to 3.0.

Other factors likely to affect crime. Four additional variables possibly 
related to vegetation and the number of enmes reported pet building were 
assessed through (a) on-site analysis, (b) Chicago FLousing Authority floor
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TABLE 1
Simple Ordinary Least Squares Regressions 

Using Vegetation to Predict Crimes Per Building

Total Crimes Property Crimes Violent Crimes

Predictor R2 p p Value R2 p p Value R2 p p Value

Vegetation .08 -2.2 < .01 .07 -1.0 < 01 .07 -1.3 <.01

plans of each building type in ttie development, and (c) Chicago Housing 
Authority apartment vacancy records.

Number of units is the number of apartment units in a building; the range 
was from 4 to 20.

Number of occupied units is the average number of units rented in a partic
ular building during the 2 years of the study; the mean was 7.8, and the range 
was from 0.5 to 15. We were able to obtain data on 84 of the 98 buildings in 
this sample.

Vacancy is the 2-year average of the number of vacant apartments divided 
by the number of units in the building; the mean was 13%, and the range was 
from 0% to 92%. We were able to obtain data on 84 of the 98 buildings in this 
sample.

Building height is the number or floors in a building; the range was from 1 
to 4.

RESULTS

If vegetation reduces crime, then we would expect to find that the greener 
a building’s surroundings are, the fewer crimes reported. Perhaps the most 
straightforward test of this possibility is to conduct simple regressions with 
vegetation as the independent variable and the three summary crime indices 
as dependent variables (see Table 1). Results from these ordinary least 
squares regressions indicate that vegetation is significantly and negatively 
related to each of the measures of crime. The greener a building's surround 
ings are, the fewer total crimes; this pattern holds for both property crimes 
and violent crimes. For each of the three indices, vegetation accounts for 7% 
to 8% of the variance in the number of crimes reported per building.

Figure 3 provides a more concrete sense of the amount of crime associated 
with different levels of vegetation. For this figure, the continuous vegetation 
variable was recoded into the following three categories: low (ratings from
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Figure 3: Mean Number of Crimes Reported Per Building for Apartment Build
ings With Different Amounts of Vegetation (each icon represents one 
reported crime)

0.0 up to 1.0), medium (from 1.0 up to 2.C), and high (from 2.0 up to 3.0, 
inclusive). Figure 3 shows the average number of total, property, and violent 
crimes reported for buildings with low, medium, and high leveis of vegeta
tion Compared to buildings with low levels of vegetation, those with 
medium levels had 42% fewer total crimes, 40% fewer property crimes, and 
44% fewer violent crimes. The comparison between low and high levels of 
vegetation was even more striking: Buildings with high levels of vegetation 
had 52% fewer total crimes, 48% fewer property crimes, and 56% fewer vio
lent crimes than buildings with low levels of vegetation. Fisher’s protected 
least significant difference analyses indicate that for each measure of crime, 
low and medium buildings were significantly different at p< .05. The same 
pattern held for comparisons between low and high buildings. Although 
buildings with high levels of vegetation had 17% fewer total crimes, 13% 
fewer property crimes, and 21% fewer violent crimes than buildings with 
medium levels of vegetation, these differences were not statistically 
significant.

These data reveal a clear negative relationship between vegetation and 
crime and hint that this relationship is strongest when comparing buildings 
with low levels of vegetation to buildings with either medium or high levels. 
Although these findings are exciting arid intriguing, they do not control for 
other important variables. The analyses that follow provide a closer look at
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TABLE 2
Multiple Regressions Using Number of Units 

and Vegetation to Predict Crimes Per Building

Total Crime Property Crimes Violent Crimes

Predictors P d Value P d Value 3 p Value

Number of units 
Vegetation

C 70 
-1.44

< .000'
< .05

C 31 
-0.63

< .000 ■ 
< 05

0.39
-0.81

< .0001 
< .05

NO! E:The multiple regressions for total crimes: adjuster! R2 - .52 (N= 98, p< .0001); for property 
crime: adjusted Pz = 45(A/=98,p< Q00's!;for violent crime: adjusted f?2- 44(/V=98,p< .0001).

the relationship between vegetation and cntne, taking into account other fac
tors likely to affect the number of crimes per building.

TESTINC POTENTIAL CONFOUNDS

Controlling for number of apartments. Perhaps one of the most important 
variables to control for in predicting the amount of crime in a setting (e.g., a 
building, neighborhood, or city) is the number of people in that setting. 
Because more apartments per building mean more potential perpetrators and 
more potential victims, one would expect more crimes in buildings with more 
apartments Indeed, previous research has shown the number of units in a 
building to be related to the number of reported crimes (Newman & Franck, 
1980). Thus, it is not surprising that in this sample, strong positive linear rela
tionships exist between the number of units and the number of property 
crimes (r= .62, p< .0001), violent crimes (r= 63,p<.0001), and total crimes 
(r = .67, p < .000' ). That is, the more apartments in a building, the more 
cnmes reported for that building.

To examine wheiher the relationship between vegetation and crime still 
held when the number of apartments in a building was controlled, a series of 
multiple regressions were conducted in which both vegetation and number of 
units were used to predict the number of crimes reported per building. As 
Table 2 shows, when the number of units per building is controlled, vegeta
tion continues to be a significant negative predictor of total crime, property 
crime, and violent crime. In other words, the level of greenness around a 
building at Ida B. Wells predicts the number of cnmes that have occurred in 
that building even after the number of apartments in the building has been 
accounted for.
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TABLE 3
Intercorrelations Among Possible Predictors 

of Crime and Three Crime Scales

Number Number of
of Vacant Occupied Building Property Violent

Vegetation Units Rate Units Height Crime Crime

Vegetation
Number of units -.15
Vacancy rate -.02
Number of
occupied units .12

Building height -.48**
Property crime -.27**
Violent crime -.27**
Total crime -.29**

.26

.82** -.31**

.67** .40** .35’

.62** .01 .38'

.63** .25** .30

.67** .16 .38'

.53**

.58** .72**

.60** .91** .95**
**p< .01.

Other potential confounds. To identify other potential confounds between 
vegetation and crime, correlations were conducted between vegetation and 
the following three factors that have been shown in other studies to be associ
ated with crime: vacancy rate (R. B. Taylor, Shumaker, & Gottfredson, 1985), 
the number of occupied apartments per building (Newman & Franck, 1980), 
and building height (Newman, 1972; Newman & Franck, 1980). As the first 
column in Table 3 shows, vegetation is not related to either vacancy rate or 
number of occupied units but is strongly and negatively related to building 
height; the taller the building is, the lower the level of vegetation. The fourth 
column in Table 3 indicates that building height has a strong positive relation
ship to total crime, property crime, and violent crime. Thus, the relationship 
between vegetation and crime is confounded by building height: Taller build
ings are both less green and have more reported crimes than shorter buildings. 
These findings raise the possibility that vegetation predicts crime only by vir
tue of its shared variance with building height.

To test for this possibility, we examined whether vegetation still predicts 
crime when building height and number of units are controlled. Table 4 pro
vides the results of a series of multiple regressions in which vegetation, build
ing height, and number of units were used to predict crime. If vegetation 
predicts crime by virtue of its relationship with building height, then vegeta
tion should no longer predict crime when building height is controlled, and 
building height should predict crime with vegetation controlled. As Table 4
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TABLE 4
Multiple Regression Using Th'ee Independent Variables (number of 

units, vegetation, and building height) to Predict Crimes Per Building

Predictors

Total Crime Property Crimes Violent Crimes

3 p Value P p Value P d Va'ue

Number of units 0.69 .0001 0.33 .0001 0.34 .0001
Vegetation -1.41 < .05 -0.69 < .05 -0.55 .07
Building heignt 0.05 ns -0.13 ns 0.18 ns

NOTE: Tne multiple 'eg'essions for total crimes' adjusted R2 -■ .51 (N = 98, p < .COO'1); for property 
crime, adjusted 44(/V-98 p< .COO'f), for violent crime: adjusted nz = .43(A/ = 98,p<.0001).

shows, however, this is not the case; vegetation remains a significant or mar
ginally significant predictor of crime with building height and number of 
units controlled. Moreover, building height has no predictive power when 
vegetation and number of units are controlleG These findings indicate that 
although building height is confounded with vegetation, it cannot account for 
the link between vegetation and crime.

1 hus far, the analyses have established that (a) there is a reliable associa
tion between the amount of vegetation outside a building and the number of 
crimes recorded for that building by the police, (b) these relationships are 
independent of the number of units in a building, and (c) these relationships 
are independent of building height These analyses show that vegetation pre
dicts crime and that this relationship cannot be accounted for by these other 
confounding variables.

DOES ADDING VEGETATION IMPROVE THE 
CURRENT ARSENAL OF CRIME PREDICTORS?

To determine whether vegetation makes any unique, additional contribu
tion to the current arsenal of predictors, we conducted a multiple regression 
in which all available significant predictors of crime were entered (i.e., vege
tation, other predictors that were confounded with vegetation, and other pre
dictors that were not confounded with vegetation). This kitchen-sink 
multiple regression, in which vegetation and number of units, building 
height, vacancy rate, and number of occupied units were entered as predic
tors, indicated that vegetation does make a unique contribution to the current 
arsenal of predictors. Vegetation was a significant predictor of total crime (P 
= -1.1, p - .05) even when all other crime predictors have been accounted for 
Moreover, the relatively low variance inflation factor for vegetation in this 
regression (1.31) indicates that vegetation is relatively independent of the
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other predictors. In addition, comparison of the adjusted R2s of the kitchen- 
sink multiple regressions with and without vegetation indicated that tne addi
tional predictive power gained by adding vegetation outweighs the loss of 
degrees of freedom incurred in increasing the total number of predictors. The 
adjusted R2 for the model with only the currert arsenal of predictors was 23: 
the adjusted R2 for the model with the current arsenal of predictors plus vege
tation was .26. Although this increase represents only 3% of the total variance 
in crime, it represents a sizable proportion of the current predictive power 
(13%). Together, these findings indicate that adding vegetation improves the 
current arsenal of predictors, adding unique explanatory power.

A Cuthbert plot (Cp) analysis yielded additional evidence of the predic
tive pewer of vegetation. Cp analysis is a technique for determining the most 
powerful, most parsimonious model out cf a set of multiple predictors (SAS 
Institute, 1998). Essentially, given a set of predictors, Cp analysis tests all 
possible combinations of predictors and selects the best model. An alterna
tive to comparing adjusted R s, Cp analysis is particularly helpful when there 
is multicollinearity between predictors, as was the case here. Cp analysis 
indicated that the best model for predicting total crime, selecting from the 
entire set of available predictors (number of units, building height, vacancy 
rate, number of occupied units, and vegetation), comprises only two predic 
tors—number of units and vegetation (Cp = 1.32). Thus, in these data, the 
best possible model of crime comprises only vegetation and one other 
predictor.

DISCUSSION

This study examined the relationship between vegetation and crime for 98 
apartment buildings in an inner-city neighborhood. Analyses revealed con
sistent, systematically negative relationships between the density of trees and 
grass around the buildings and the number of crimes per building reported to 
the police. The greener a building’s surroundings are, the fewer total crimes; 
moreover, this relationship extended to both property crimes and violent 
crimes. Levels of nearby vegetation explained 7% to 8% of the variance m the 
number of crimes reported per building. The link between vegetation and 
crime could not be accounted for by either of the two confounding variables 
identified. Vegetation contributed significant additional predictive power 
above and beyond four other classic environmental predictors of crime. And 
out of all possible combinations of available predictors, vegetation was iden
tified as one of the two predictors in the best possible model of crime.
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The findings contribute to our understanding of the relationship between 
vegetation and crime and suggest opportunities for intervention and future 
research.

CONTRIBU TIONS TO THE UNDERSTANDING OF VEGETATION AND CRIME

One contribution of this work is to propose a systematic exception to the 
rule that vegetation promotes crime. The rule in both folk theory and environ 
mental criminology has been that vegetation promotes crime by providing 
concealment for criminals and criminal activities. If the mechanism by which 
vegetation affects crime is indeed concealment, then one implication of this 
rule is that vegetation should not promote crime when it preserves visibility. 
The contribution here is simply to point out that many forms of vegetation 
preserve visibility and therefore ought not promote crime. Indeed, we found 
that in this sample of inner-city apartment buildings, buildings with widely 
spaced, high-canopy trees and grassy areas did not experience higher rates of 
crime. These findings suggest that at the very least, crime prevention con
cerns do not justify removing high-canopy vegetation in inner-city neighbor
hoods. They demonstrate that one of the classic suspects in environmental 
criminology does not always promote crime.

vei^ie  ̂Mmgsinaicatea 1 urge'ndsy s tern at! c a 1J y n egativen n k 
between levels of vegetation and police reports of crime in this setting, 
Although this is the first study to demonstrate such a link, the findings are 
consistent with previous work linking vegetation with lower levels of incivil
ities (Brunson, 1999; Stamen, Yates. & Cline, as cited in S. Sullivan, 1993) as 
well as previous work linking vegetation with lo wer levels of aggression and 
violence (Kuo & Sullivan, in press). The results obtained here were based on 
police crime reports, whereas the Brunson (1999) and the Kuo and Sullivan 
(in press) findings were based on residents’ memories and self- reports. The 
convergence of findings from such different measures lends confidence that 
in inner-city residential settings, the relationship between vegetation and 
crime is negative—the more vegetation, the less crime

A third contribution of the work here is to help resolve a puzzle in previous 
work or, residential vegetation and sense of safety. A number of studies have 
found that residential vegetation is associated with greater sense of safety 
(Brower etal., 1983; Kuo, Bacaicoa, etal., 1998; Kuo, Sullivan, et al., 1998, 
Nasar, 1982). In combination with the old rule that vegetation promotes 
crime, such findings raised the disturbing possibility that residents systemati
cally misperceive green areas as safe. And yet other research has found good 
concurrent validity between measures of fear, perceptions of disorder, and 
media reports of crime (e.g , Perkins & Taylor, 1996). The finding here that
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vegetation is systematically linked with lower levels of crime suggests that 
individuals are accurate in their perception of green areas as safer

A final contribution of this work is to propose two mechanisms by which 
vegetation may deter crime in inner-city neighborhoods. Specifically, we 
propose that vegetation may deter crime both by increasing informal surveil
lance and by mitigating some of the psychological precursors to violence. 
Although neither of these mechanisms—nor the more general question of 
causality—can be addressed in these data, there is clear empirical support for 
these mechanisms in other work. Substantial previous research has shown 
that surveillance deters crime and that in inner-city neighborhoods, greener 
outdoor spaces receive greater use, thereby increasing informal surveillance 
Moreover, Kuo and Sullivan’s (in press) work showed that for residents ran
domly assigned to apartment buildings with different levels of vegetation, 
higher levels of vegetation systematically predicted lower levels cf aggres
sion, and mediation analyses indicated that this link was mediated via 
attentional functioning. In addition, we can address a number of alternative 
interpretations for the findings here. Public housing policies in this setting are 
such that levels of income, education, and employment among residents are 
largely held constant; residents are randomly assigned to varying levels cf 
vegetation; and the amount of trees and grass outside an apartment is not 
under residents’ control And the confound analyses conducted here indicate 
that the link between vegetation and lower crime could not be explained by a 
number of classic environmental predictors of crime—vacancy rates, build
ing height, the number of apartments, and the number of occupied apartments 
in a building.

POSSIBILITIES TOR INTERVENTION AND FU T URE RESEARCH

The findings in this study set the stage for more ambitious explorations of 
the relationship between urban residential vegetation and crime. Now that 
there is good reason to think that visibility-preserving vegetation does not 
necessarily promote crime and may even inhibit crime in inner-city neighbor
hoods, it seems appropriate to attempt an intervention study or two. Interven
tion studies employing true experimental designs might be used to answer a 
number of important questions with regard to the effects of vegetation on 
crime. Urban public housing communities might be especially amenable 
sites for such research as housing authorities tend to have centralized control 
over landscaping for dozens and even hundreds of identical buildings.

A study in which identical or matched apartment buildings in a poor urban 
area were randomly assigned to receive different levels of vegetation could 
help address the question of causality and the question of the shape of the
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relationship between vegetation and crime. Would crime rates decrease lin
early or curvilinearly with increasing vegetation? In this sample, the differ
ence between low and model ate green cover buildings was 3.1 crimes, but the 
difference between moderate and high green cover buildings was only 0.7 
crimes. One possible interpretation of this pattern is that the relationship 
between vegetation and crime is nonlinear with diminishing returns. Another 
is that the 0.7 crime difference between the moderate and high vegetation 
conditions is a poor estimate because of the relatively low number of 
high-vegetation buildings in the sample, and the relationship between vege
tation and crime is actually linear across the entire range cf vegetation 

Future studies might systematically vary the arrangement and mainte
nance of vegetation and examine the rates of crime associated with these fac
tors. The vegetation in this study was not configured to provide symbolic 
barriers or to mark the territory of particular apartment buildings. Would 
arrangements that create symbolic barriers and delineate the territory of par
ticular residences (e.g., with small hedges) be mere effective in decreasing 
crime than other arrangements? Brown and colleagues (Brown & Altman, 
1983; Brown & Bentley, 1993) found evidence suggesting that plants and 
other territorial markers may make a property less attractive for burglary, but 
no study has yet randomly assigned di fferent planting arrangements to differ
ent buildings and compared the resulting rates of property crime. Analo
gously, well-maintained vegetation seems to be a particularly effective 
territorial marker (Chaudhury, 1994), but research has yet to systematically 
examine the effect of different levels of maintenance on crime

Future research might also look more closely—and more broadly—at the 
outcomes of planting interventions. In this sample, vegetation predicted lev
els of both property crime and violent crime. This is noteworthy given that 
studies in environmental criminology often find that the relationship between 
the physical environment and crime depends on the specific category of 
crime (e.g., Brantingham & Brantingham, 1993) It would be interesting and 
useful to examine the relationships between vegetation and more specific cat
egories of crime oi other categories altogether. For instance, does vegetation 
have more of an effect on impulsive crimes than on “rational" crimes? We 
might expect impulsive crimes committed out of frustration or rage to be 
reduced ttirough the beneficial effects of vegetation on mental fatigue. And to 
the extent that perpetrators consciously calculate risks in selecting their tar
gets, more “rational,” premeditated crimes might be reduced through the 
beneficial effects of vegetation on informal surveillance.

In examining the outcomes of planting interventions, it will be important 
to address the possible displacement of crime. One of the standard concerns 
in efforts to combat crime is that although interventions may reduce crime in
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targeted locations, the effect may be to simply displace crime to ether areas, 
yielding no overall decrease in crime (Gabor, 1981). Would adding vegeta
tion and decreasing crime in one part of an inner-city neighborhood simply 
increase crime in another part of the neighborhood? The answer may depend 
on the type of crime in question. By reducing the irritability, impulsivity, and 
cognitive deficits associated with mental fatigue and hence preventing minor 
conflicts from spiraling out of control, vegetation might inhibit violent 
crimes in some residences withou t increasing violent crimes in others On the 
other hand, by increasing informal surveillance of seme outdoor spaces w ith
out reducing the actual impetus for burglary and other premeditated crimes, 
vegetation might serve to simply shift such crimes to more vulnerable targets. 
Future research should examine rates of crime both in and around the inter
vention areas.

Such comparisons might shed light on the mechanisms by which vegeta
tion affects enme. To further address the question of mechanism, levels of 
informal surveillance and mental fatigue might be measured in buildings 
receiving the planting intervention and in matched buildings selected as con- 
tiols. Mediation analyses could then be conducted to examine the joint links 
between vegetation, crime, and the proposed mediators. Does vegetation 
affect crime only when it increases residents’ use of outdoor spaces and lev
els of informal surveillance?

Finally, one exciting possibility for future work would be to compare the 
outcomes from intervention studies in which residents were either involved 
or uninvolved in the greening process. The question here would be whether 
the process of tree planting could enhance residents’ territoriality, thereby 
deterring crime over and above the direct effect of the presence of vegetation. 
Active involvement in tree-planting programs has been claimed to enhance a 
community’s sense of territoriality (Dwyer, McPherson, Schroeder, & 
Rowntree, 1992), and the community greening lore is replete with stories in 
which greening efforts have been accompanied by dramatic decreases in 
crime and incivilities (e.g., Hynes, 1996; Lewis, 1980; Littman, 1996, Trust 
for Public Lands, 1996;. Previous research in inner-city neighborhoods sug
gests that residents wouid be willing to help plant and care for trees (Kuo, 
Bacaicoa, et al., 1998). As planting is the single largest cost associated with 
the care and maintenance of the urban forest (McPherson, Nowak, & 
Rowntree, 1994), involving residents would substantially defray the already 
low costs associated with a planting intervention.

Ultimately, the largest reductions in crime will come from strategies that 
address the factors underlying crime (e.g., intense poverty and the availabil
ity of guns). In the meantime, this study offers a ray of hope by identifying an 
easily mampulable environmental feature that has a systematic, negative
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relationship with property crimes, violent crime, and total crimes. The work 
presented here suggests the exciting possibility that in barren inner-city 
neighborhoods, planting a few trees may work to inhibit crime, creating safer 
neighborhoods for poor families and their children.

NOTE

1. In these data, agreement between raters is analogous to the reliability of items in a scale; 
the hope is that different raters will respond to a particular building in a similar fashion. Thus, to 
assess interrater agreement, a Cronbach’s alpha was calculated with individual raters treated like 
individual items in a scale and individual buildings treated like individual respondents.
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Dear Plum Committee CouncilMembers
I am emailing to urge the Councilmembers to Save Hermitage and Uphold the appeal for Case Number VTT 73704-SL, and ENV- 
2015-2618-MND scheduled for the Planning and Land Use Meeting on October 25,2016.
We must protect the last of our rent stabilized homes. The City must guard the rights of low income tenants. We are currently over 
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developments that cater to the elite. The opposite o* what the housing incentives were designed for initially.
We ask the Planning and Land Use Management Committee to follow the General plan and Ordinances by not approving 
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Sincerely,

Annie Sperling
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